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Alien Agendas Include Animal Mutilations and Hybrids

© 2016 by Linda Moulton Howe

July 1983, Ron and Paula Watson of Mt. Vernon, Missouri,
watched through binoculars as small, grey beings floated a live,

paralyzed cow to craft guarded by a standing up lizard humanoid.
Glimpses of Other Realities, Vol. I © 1994 by Linda Moulton Howe.

Return to Part 1.

May 27, 2016 San Diego, California - Operation PAPERCLIP was the American Office
of Strategic Services (OSS) program in which more than 1,500 German scientists,
engineers and technicians were brought to the United States from Nazi Germany and other
countries after World War II ended. White Sands Proving Ground in southern New Mexico
was an assignment for many of them because the United States wanted a rocket program
like Germany's, even if it meant dealing with non-humans. The United States also wanted
to have those valuable German minds in America and not going to the Soviet Union or
other perceived competitors.

The Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency, known as the JIOA, began signing up German
scientists and transporting them to the United States after the Allied victory in Europe was
declared on May 8, 1945. But President Harry Truman did not formally execute Operation
PAPERCLIP orders until August that year. In his orders, President Truman excluded
anyone found “to have been a member of the Nazi Party” and its associations, but that rule
would have excluded the brilliant rocket scientists Wernher von Braun, Kurt Debus and
Arthur Rudolph. So in spite of Truman's order, the JIOA created false employment and
political biographies for those scientists in order to get rid of their Nazi backgrounds.

Bill Tompkins was asked to work for Kurt Debus and says the Nazi, Reptilian and Nordic
original take-over plans continued in the “land of the free and home of the brave.” Mr.
Tompkins says he even saw photographs of Neal Armstrong's landing on the moon in
which big Reptilian humanoids are standing there with their middle finger raised in salute.
But no one in the public and media saw that closed-circuit, delayed video from NASA.
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Group of 104 German rocket scientists in 1946, including Wernher von Braun, 7th from right in
front row with breast pocket scarf, at Fort Bliss, Texas. The group had been subdivided into two

sections: a smaller one at White Sands Proving Grounds for test launches and the larger at
Fort Bliss for research. Many had worked to develop the V-2 Rocket at Peenemünde, Germany,

and came to the U.S. after World War II, subsequently working on various rockets
including the Explorer 1 Space rocket, the Saturn (rocket) and Apollo program at NASA.

Interview:

William Mills Tompkins, retired aerospace engineer and author,
Selected by Extraterrestrials: My life in the top secret world of UFOs, think-tanks
and Nordic secretaries” © Dec. 2015; edited by Robert M. Wood, Ph.D.: "And
PAPERCLIP was initiated by the U. S. government, mostly personnel from here (in U. S.)
getting into Germany after the war and picking up all of the (German) equipment and
bringing it to the United States and then some of it goes to Russia.

But 80% of it (German UFO production equipment at Peenemunde) had already been
removed. So, we got the leftovers. Yes, we got (Wernher) Von Braun and hundreds and
hundreds of German scientists were brought here.
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Peenemunde is a peninsula in the northeastern tip of Germany on the Baltic Sea
160 miles north of Berlin. Underground was the Nazi, S.S., and alleged Reptilian
and Nordic collaboration on the manufacturing of anti-gravity Vril "round craft."

Haunebu II Do-Stra The Dornier STRAtospharen Flugzeug/Stratospheric
Aircraft or Haunebu II, was tested in 1944. Two prototypes were built.

These massive machines, several stories tall, were crewed by 20 men. They
were also capable of hypersonic speed beyond 21,000 km/h. The Haunebu II

was reported to have made 106 test flight. Photo source unknown.

Source: http://discaircraft.greyfalcon.us/HAUNEBU.htm.

And they infiltrated your aerospace and  advanced medical systems companies.  They
continued the German  mission of getting to the moon with the Apollo vehicle and then
planning on going out into the (Milky Way) galaxy. Except the Reptilians were already
there (on moon, in solar system and out in galaxy)! They already had facilities there!
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Earth's Moon Is Alien Machine?

And there were many other extraterrestrial civilizations working on THEIR Moon. It’s not
your (Earth human) Moon and it’s not even a moon!

DO YOU KNOW FOR A FACT WHICH ONE OF THESE EXTRATERRESTRIALS
MANUFACTURED  OUR MOON AND PUT IT IN POSITION?

I don’t know. I think that’s another one of our questions that we need to get an answer to. It
doesn’t rotate. It stays there looking at planet Earth. It’s a vehicle for control.

First Apollo Landing On Moon, July 20, 1969 —
Reptilian Humanoids Waiting?

July 20, 1969, astronaut Neil Armstrong saluting the United States flag after first Apollo landing
on the moon. Allegedly three large, silver discs were hovering above a rim of the crate landing site

and Bill Tompkins says he saw photographs of the discs and had information that Reptilian
humanoids were waiting on crater rim. But NASA did not allow those delayed closed

circuit images to reach the public and media. Image by NASA.

So, when we got to the Moon, the astronauts took their cameras and rotated all the way
around 360 degrees looking out at the rim of the crater. Half of it, you (public) saw. The
other half was covered up and so you never saw the enormous vehicles parked above the
crater.

You also didn’t see the Reptilians standing on the surface underneath their vehicles giving
the astronauts the finger.

REPTILIAN HUMANOIDS — WERE THEY LITERALLY RAISING THEIR MIDDLE
THIRD FINGER BECAUSE HUMANS WOULD UNDERSTAND THAT WAS F. YOU?

I’m sure that’s what it was!

DID ANYBODY SHOW YOU A PHOTOGRAPH OF THE REPTILIANS ON THE
MOON?

What we saw were numbers of vehicles — very, very large. And so, yeah! We got there,
but then we got chopped off again.

It’s for Their (Reptilian/Draco) missions, not ours! It isn’t our planet! The planet belongs to
Them! It’s a laboratory and it’s Their laboratory!

BUT WHO IS THE ‘THEIR’ THAT OWNS EARTH?

You’re back to a $64 dollar question again. We’re dealing with thousands of
extraterrestrials, so it’s probably a Collective. But certainly the Dracos and the Reptilians
are part of that control, but it’s not specifically their control.
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THAT THE DRACOS AND REPTILIANS CAN BE DEFEATED BY SOMETHING
THAT IS MORE POWERFUL?

Yes!

Milky Way Galaxy Federations?

There are an estimated 100 billion stars in our Milky Way galaxy alone. And there are an estimated
100 billion galaxies in the observable universe. That adds up to at least 1 billion trillion stars

in this universe! This is 5-minute-time-exposure of our Milky Way Galaxy by ESO astronomer
Yuri Beletsky with Jupiter and Antares in foreground from Very Large Telescope, Paranal, Chile, 2007.

AND WHAT IS THAT WHICH IS MORE POWERFUL?

There are the various organizations out in the (Milky Way) galaxy. We’re talking about
many galaxies out there, but we don’t accept that they have any kind of control over us.
But we do have numerous organizations out there who monitor other stars’ planets and
other stars’ military aggression against other stars. But we have, unfortunately, many other
species out there, who are operating slave organizations. They benefit for using slavery.

WHY WOULD THE REPTILIANS NEED HUMANS TO DO THIS?

Dracos and Reptilians Hybridization
Program with Homo sapiens sapiens

Good question. They have found that the human Aryan type were brilliant! And in some
cases, far more than their own species. And they wanted to modify themselves to
something as a combination between a Reptilian and a human as far as they could.

That (hybridization) program was also going where what they were doing here in United
States and other parts of the planet (Earth), they were abducting humans and then
interbreeding with different species. This has been going on for hundreds of years by other
extraterrestrials and Reptilians.

They would then be operating out in the (Milky Way) galaxy, taking over other stars’
planets and make slaves out of them. And they then would expand the Aryan races out in
the galaxy. This was part of the specific space missions using the Reptilians’ space
vehicles.
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So, what we’re stuck with is that we have possibly a hundred different types of humanoid
extraterrestrials here (interacting with Earth). Some of them are nice people and are helping
us. Many of them are just like what Hitler dealt with — taking the wrong approach, but
working with the Reptilian Draco type extraterrestrials and taking over! It’s not just to take
over planet Earth and make it a slave planet. But going out into the galaxy and other stars’
planets and do the same thing: slavery!

OK, SO WE HAVE 100 DIFFERENT TYPES OF NON-HUMANS COMING AND
GOING FROM OTHER SOLAR SYSTEMS THROUGHOUT THE MILKY WAY
GALAXY — MAYBE EVEN FROM OTHER GALAXIES THAT ARE INTERACTING
WITH THIS PLANET AND WE HAVE BEEN LIVING ON A CONCOCTED PLANET
IN WHICH FOR AT LEAST 5,000 YEARS SINCE THE BEGINNING OF ALLEGED
MESOPOTAMIAN ANNUNAKI THAT WE HAVE BEEN TOLD WE’RE ALONE IN
THE UNIVERSE, WHICH HAS BEEN A BIG LIE.

CAN YOU EXPLAIN WHAT THE RELATIONSHIP IS BETWEEN THE ANNUNAKI
ENLIL AND ENKI; THE TITANS VERSUS ZEUS GREEKS; IN RELATIONSHIP TO
THIS WHOLE BIG PICTURE OF COMPETING GEOPOLITICAL TERRITORIAL
EXTRATERRESTRIAL GROUPS?  WHO IN ANNUNAKI TERMS — WERE THOSE
REPTILIANS?  WERE THEY NORDICS? OR WERE THEY EXTRATERRESTRIAL
BIOLOGICAL GREYS?

You’re asking an extremely good question. And I think that as we can better understand our
own real history, which we’re still trying to figure it out! And actually, that’s the question
that you’re asking. Because we have been lied to for, as you said, over 5,000 years of our
history.

So, this goes back to where the kings and the queens and the princes and the princesses of
different countries back then continually had sexual relations with other countries
continually creating more of the Aryan race.

RIGHT.

And this has been going on for eons!”

Eons of harvesting genetic material from humans and animals on Earth to make hybrids,
clones and worker bee androids for non-humans. That was first discussed by people
experiencing alien intelligences in the human abduction syndrome. Abductee Jim Sparks
told me, “The aliens harvest DNA from us to make other life forms and body parts the way
humans manufacture cars and auto parts.” If that’s what the Reptilian humanoids are doing,
it would explain animal mutilations around the world in which the ears, eyes, tongues, jaw
flesh, genitals, rectums and internal organs are excised without blood and no signs of
struggle or tracks around the dead animals. Parallel to the animal mutilations would be
humans that are abducted for sperm and egg collection, but the humans are handled
differently, being returned alive even if their minds and memories have been altered to
forget what happened.

When I produced the May 1980 television documentary A STRANGE HARVEST about
worldwide animal mutilations, sheriffs and deputies told me off the record that “the
perpetrators were creatures from outer space.”

In my recent interview with Tom DeLonge I asked him what his military and intelligence
group of advisers say is the reason the so-called ‘gods’ or ‘Others’ are now — and have
been for centuries — mutilating large and small animals around the Earth?

Tom DeLonge: “I don’t have the reason, but I have been given that it is true. Animal
mutilations are happening because of the UFO phenomenon. I have not been given a
reason why. Whether it’s nourishment? Whether it’s scientific cloning experiments?
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Whether it’s just to scare us by dropping the carcass, you know, in the damndest places? I
don’t know.

OR HARVESTING GENETIC MATERIAL TO CREATE ALL OF THE BODY
CONTAINERS THAT THEY USE?

Which would make a lot of sense — studying this stuff as long as you have and as long as I
have — anything is possible. But I have been told it is from the UFO phenomenon. That’s
exactly what was told to me.”

Lyn Buchanan Remote Viewed E.T.s And Says
“There Are Countless Thems Out There”

Leonard “Lyn” Buchanan, at his Army retirement on
January 7, 1992, Bolling Air Force Base, Washington, D.C.

Close-up of his retirement certificate and DIA Defense Meritorious Service
Medal signed by Secretary of Defense James R. Clapper directly below.

LYN, YOU HAVE ACCESSED THE EXTRATERRESTRIALS IN CONTROLLED
REMOTE VIEWING MORE THAN ONCE. WHAT IS YOUR SUMMARY TODAY OF
THE NON-HUMANS INTERACTING WITH THIS PLANET AND WHY?

Well, in the military, I was asked to do a survey of the material that never made it into Blue
Book because they couldn’t deny it. So, they couldn’t call it swamp gas. It was too real and
proven. I got access to this and was asked to do a paper specifically on perceived psychic
ability of the E. T.s as it relates to our ability. How psychic are they?

And what I found was that there is not Us and Them. There’s Us and Them and Them and
Them and Them and Them and Them and Them and Them.  There is no telling how many
Thems are out there, each with their own agenda. The end report that I gave was that all of
the E. T.s when it comes to psychic ability can be broken into 4 different categories.

You’ve got the Friendly and Unfriendly. And in each one of those categories, you’ve got
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the Psychic and either Not So Psychic or Not Psychic At All. Now, in each of those four
categories, you’re going to have:
- Psychic Greys that like us
- Psychic Greys, who do not like us
- Non-psychic Greys who like us
- Non-psychic Greys who do not like us.

So, you can’t fit in a one category. I mean, when it comes to the Greys, there are Greys
from one place; Greys from another place; Greys from another place and so on. There are
just countless Thems out there. But within each of these four categories, I had the
Non-Psychic E. T.s, who are friendly to us and they are here for trade.

WELL, IF IT’S ONE WAY, WHAT ARE THEY TAKING?

I happen to know the guy who is in charge of the technology transfer (from Earth to E.T.s). 
And last time I saw him, he was kind of chuckling.  He said, ‘We’re taking the stuff that
They gave to us, improving it and finding more uses for it and making new stuff out of it.
Now They want that stuff, so they are trading us more stuff for what we improved that
They gave us.

THIS TRADE IS WITH FRIENDLY GREYS?

No, with friendly E. T.s — all different types of E. T.s.”

Return to Part 1.

Also click on these purple links to other related Earthfiles Real X-Files reports:

• 03/06/2014 — Part 1: Hall of Mirrors with A Quicksand Floor

• 09/25/2015 — Part 1: Remote Viewer Lyn Buchanan Encounters “E.T.s”
At Rendlesham Forest Incident

• 06/27/2014 — CIA's “Anonymous Kewper Stein” Briefed Eisenhower and
Nixon in 1959 About UFOs, Human Abductions and Animal Mutilations

Also see Real X-Files about Richard Byrd Antarctic expeditions and alleged World War II
American OSS, British MI5 and MI6 knowledge that German Nazis marked territory in
Antarctica as “Neu Schabenland” in which to store VRIL disc technology in one or more
large underground alien bases in Antarctica:

See 20-part 2008-2009 Earthfiles beginning:

• 08/27/2008 — Part 1: Army/CIA Unit Studied the Real UFO Blue Book

If anyone has more information about the alien presence underground in Antarctica and
other underground Earth bases, please contact earthfiles@earthfiles.com. All requests for
confidentiality are honored.

More Information:
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Selected by Extraterrestrials: My life in the top secret
world of UFOs, think-tanks and Nordic secretaries
© Dec. 2015 by William Mills Tompkins;
Edited by Robert M. Wood, Ph.D. Click to Amazon.

For further reports about the World War II Hitler and Nazi collaborations with an alien
presence, please see reports below in the Earthfiles Archive:

• 09/02/2014 — Part 3: Muroc Field Researchers Allegedly Found Eloah Grey Vast
Underground Facility in 1940
• 06/05/2014 — Viewer Letters About E. T.-Human Hybrids
• 06/27/2014 — CIA's “Anonymous Kewper Stein” Briefed Eisenhower and Nixon in
1959 About UFOs, Human Abductions and Animal Mutilations
• 04/25/2014 — Part 1 “Anonymous” Kewper Stein, Former Army and CIA UFO
Analyst On Tape in 1998
• 12/04/2008 — Part 12: Army/CIA Unit Studied the Real UFO Blue Book Cases
• 09/12/2008 — Part 4: Army/CIA Unit Studied the Real UFO Blue Book Cases
• 08/27/2008 — Part 1: Army/CIA Unit Studied the Real UFO Blue Book Cases
• 08/12/2008 — Part 2: Rise of Fourth Reich -Where Is the Nazi “Die Glocke?”
• 08/01/2008 — Part 1: Rise of Fourth Reich in America?
• 12/07/2007 — Part 2: Secret American Military Space Program?
• 12/01/2007 — Part 1: Secret American Military Space Program?
• 09/14/2007 — Part 1: Psi Spies - True Story of America's Psychic Warfare Program
• 06/22/2007 — Dragonfly "Drone" Seen October 1995 in Arizona
• 06/18/2004 — German Scientist Werner von Braun Anticipated Terrorists, Asteroids
and ETs on American "Enemy's List"
• 02/12/2004 — Part 13 - UFO Crash/Retrievals, Status Report VII by Len Stringfield

Websites:

Operation PAPERCLIP: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Paperclip

Peenemunde, Germany: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peenemünde

PGC 39058, dwarf galaxy in Draco constellation:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Draco_(constellation)#/media/File:PGC_39058.jpg

Vril-Thule Rundflugzeug (RFZ), "Round Craft" Series of Anti-Gravitational Discs Built
Between 1937-1942, assembled by Rob Arndt: http://discaircraft.greyfalcon.us
/RFZ.htm

Haunebu, 1939-1945: http://discaircraft.greyfalcon.us/HAUNEBU.htm

VRIL Women of WW2:
https://inpursuitofhappiness.wordpress.com/2015/09/01/vril-women-of-ww2/
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Edward Bulwer-Lytton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Bulwer-Lytton

Maria Orsic and Vril: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JK8d_tn8GIY

Aldebaran Mystery: http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia
/ciencia_flyingobjects55.htm

Majestic 12 Documents: http://www.majesticdocuments.com

American Presidents: http://www.presidentialufo.com
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